“We help to create environments which bring health to all people.”
The Kawai Group had supported your health throughout the ages.
-There can be no education without healthThe quote listed above reflects the belief in health education held by Kametaro Kawai, founder
of our group and a doctor of pharmacology. Even today, this belief is carefully passed on to
each one of our employees as the philosophy for corporate activities.
Since we began manufacturing Kanyu Drop in 1911, the Kawai Group has worked to create
environments which offer a healthy lifestyle to all people, from children to the elderly.
A great number of customers use products and services, and we have offered our products for
over a century since we started selling.
Our company’s business consists of pharmaceutical products and health products, with a focus
on KAWAI Kanyu Drop. Our products are regularly used by a great number of customers both
in Japan and overseas.
This popularity is proof of the high appraisal and trust for the jelly-based products which have
been developed by our company. In the future, we shall continue to utilize our jelly-based
technology in order to develop products which bring satisfaction to even more customers.
Furthermore, our company has also undertaken the new business of cleaning school grounds
and managing sandboxes, etc. at kindergartens and nursery schools. Every year brings an
increase in the number of educational institutions which use services focusing on the
environmental and hygiene of children. In the future, our company shall further enhance the
education of employees as specialized cleaning staff for educational facilities, and shall
continue to make dedicated efforts towards an even higher level of service that brings
satisfaction to customers.
Regardless of how much the times change, there is no change in people’s desire for good
health. During the next 100 years, our company will increase our benefit to society by focusing
on every grain of our products and every aspect of our cleaning services, as well as by
reforming our manufacturing environment, developing new products and services, and
enhancing employee education.
Our company will not become complacent with our past performance. We are prepared to work
even harder in order to contribute to the good health of people, and we look forward to serving
you in the future.
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